The ‘BE READY WARRANDYTE
– Living with Bushfire Risk’ Campaign
2011 - 2015
Preamble
In August 2011, the WCA was approached by the leaders of three Community Fireguard Groups and Rohan Thornton, Captain of the North Warrandyte CFA, to apply for
a State Government ‘Fire Ready Communities Grant’. WCA had held three very well attended public fire meetings since the 2009 ‘Black Saturday’ fires and made a comprehensive submission to the Victorian Bushfires Royal Commission. As Warrandyte had
escaped the 2009 fires the emphasis was to be on ‘Preparedness’ rather than ‘Response’ or ‘Recovery’. In the view of the CFG Leaders, only 5% of residents had a
properly prepared fire-plan and this should be the focus of the grant application. Their
view was also that the program should be over three years to be effective, although the
State Grant was for one year. Consequently, the ‘Be Ready Warrandyte’ project was
conceived.

Aim
The aim of the WCA ‘Be Ready Warrandyte - Living with Bushfire Risk’ campaign from
2012-2015 was to ensure that every household in the ‘Greater Warrandyte’ area has an
effective bushfire plan.
The sub-title ‘Living with bushfire risk’ was adopted to emphasise that preparing for
bushfire should not be a crisis activity but treated no differently from other risk insurance activities – house, car, health insurance etc.
The localities of Warrandyte, North Warrandyte and Warrandyte South were covered by
the initial plan, later extended to include Park Orchards. For convenience we adopted
the term ‘Greater Warrandyte’. We also engaged with surrounding Townships – Warburton, St Andrews, Dandenong Ranges and others.
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Did it work!
There was no doubt in the mind of local Fire Captain, Greg Kennedy, who in the Warrandyte Diary May 2015 was quoted saying:
“Be Ready Warrandyte has been monumentally successful. When BRW started, community preparedness around bushfire safety was very low but Warrandyte is a community that will take on issues and is prepared to listen. I think this campaign has had a big
impact locally.”

Feedback from various sources enabled qualitative assessment of the impact of the
campaign. Principally from:

•
•
•
•
•

website, Facebook, twitter comment
Emergency Services and funding partners
the local community in media, email, word of mouth
evaluation/feedback forms at workshops, and
referrals, invitations and recommendations.

Harder quantitative assessment was from:

•
•
•

analysis of survey data
website, Facebook, twitter statistics, and
analysis of attendance and feedback forms at events.

The September 2012 survey of about 2900 households elicited 623 self selected responses. 64% said they had some sort of plan, i.e. about 14% households. In a subsequent CFA survey in March 2014, there were 890 self selected responses. 96% of
those surveyed said they had a plan i.e. about 29% of households if we assume a similar area to the WCA survey. Of those, 72% planned to leave.
At successive Warrandyte Festivals in 2013 and 2014, participants were invited to put
dots on a map to indicate if they had stayed or left after bushfires. In 2013 two thirds
stayed; in 2014 three quarters left.
These data suggest that the number of residents with a prepared bushfire plan at least
doubled in the time period surveyed. How much was directly due to the BRW campaign
can only be surmised but we certainly claim to have made a significant contribution to
raising awareness.
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The Grant Application Process
The application process for State or Federal funding is a complex process for a voluntary organisation given the level of detail and compliance required. The process was
successful but took nine months. We did receive considerable help from the State bureaucrats involved, who presumably were under some pressure to come up with high
quality projects. (These officers continued to provide high level support for about 18
months after we were awarded a grant. They were then moved on, the Department restructured, and corporate memory and interest lapsed).
The funding agreement, without letter of offer (a standard State Government Contract)
is given at Appendix 1. A contractual obligation was to work closely with the CFA.
Whilst the initial agreement was for twelve months, from May 2012-2013, this was extended to the end of 2013 as our use of funds was more economical than budgeted.
Additional funds from Councils and local organisations enabled completion of the three
years to June 2015. WCA Inc., a Not-For-Profit, applied for GST tax status in 2012.
Overall funding received amounted to $152,000 and the breakdown is provided in the
Table below ($ exc. GST).

2013-14

State Government

$43,100

$43,100

Manningham Council

$7,000

$15,000

$10,000

$32,000

Nillumbik Council

$3,000

$10,000

$10,000

$23,000

Bendigo Bank

$3,000

Warrandyte Community Market

$1,000

$57,100

$86,200

$3,000

WCA
Totals

2014-15

Overall Total

2012-13

$68,100

$2,000

$3,000

$5,000

$5,000

$27,000

$152,200

The table omits odd donations received at meetings, GST re-imbursement and the
huge amount of voluntary ‘in kind’ support from community groups and members. Further funding, sought under the Federal Natural Disaster Resilience Grants Scheme and
the Victorian Resilient Community Programme, was unsuccessful.
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Corporate Governance and Compliance
The WCA created a ‘Fire Grant Project Management Committee’ as a subcommittee of
WCA Inc. Consequently the WCA Management Committee exercised overall oversight
and corporate governance of the project. The FGPM sub-committee consisted of WCA
members, local Community Fire Guard Leaders, Regional and Volunteer CFA Officers
and local Government Emergency Management Officers. Other members of the community and Emergency Services with specialist skills were co-opted as needed. RMIT’s
Centre for Risk and Community Safety conducted an independent analysis of the initial
bushfire survey and are compiling final conclusions in a ‘Non Traditional Volunteering’
study. A full list of all committee members and advisors to the project is given in Appendix 2.
In all, 47 full committee meetings were held, minuted with actions arising. Initially these
were at two week intervals, later at four weekly intervals. There were also many additional event management meetings many of which were formally minuted. Initial meetings focused on establishing a robust and ethical administrative base to enable implementation of subsequent events.
Part time project managers were selected in a competitive interview process. The successful candidates were the local ‘The Good Work Group’, with an office base in Warrandyte and track record in Not-For-Profit and Event Management. TGWG personnel
were also local residents with schoolchildren in Warrandyte schools and consequently a
personal investment in the campaign.
Initial tasks were to establish Governance parameters: office holders, delegations, legal
disclaimers, and policies on intellectual property privacy, ethics, complaints, communication and community engagement.
The first task undertaken by the project managers was to workshop a ‘Key Decisions
and Responsibilities’ document which outlined who was to do what and when. This laid
the basis for subsequent targeted and effective event management and compliance
with the proscribed activity schedule.
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Activities
From its establishment WCA’s BRW campaign embarked on a series of activities and
events; we termed it our ‘Toolbox’, to engage as wide a section as possible of residents
in bushfire preparedness activities.

• SURVEY: First, we conducted a statistically significant Bushfire Survey of Warrandyte households to determine levels of awareness. The results’, presented in
a quality report in hard copy and online, were published as a ‘Key Findings Report’, independently analysed by RMIT’s Centre for Risk and Community Safety.

• WEBSITE: We also developed a Website, warrandyte.org.au/fire, with Facebook
and Twitter social media sites well populated with current material and activities.
It includes a unique ‘Warrandyte Fire Watch’ app. incorporating up to the minute
local data from the CFA, VicRoads and the Bureau of Meteorology. In a separate development, VicRoads plans to install two webcams on Research and
Kangaroo Ground Roads to monitor traffic gridlock which will feed live into our
website.

• FORUMS: An early event, was a Community Leaders forum to discuss involvement of other Warrandyte groups followed by many meetings with neighbouring
communities to discuss sharing programmes and information. We also liaised
with local businesses in fire preparation activities.

• FIRE PLANS: Initially we drafted a ‘Sample Fire Plan’ for a ‘typical’ Warrandyte
family. This was updated in 2015 with ‘What’s the Plan’ interactive pro-forma
plans for four different situations: ‘Living alone’; ‘Living with children’; ‘Living with
Pets’; ‘Living with children and pets’. We also developed an interactive online
‘What’s the Plan?’ site which has been held back as some changes to recommendations were requested by the CFA.

• RANDOM HACKS OF KINDNESS: We thank particularly the RHoK group, computing professionals who devote a percentage of their company time to community projects. They devoted many hours to develop the ‘Warrandyte Fire Watch’
and ‘What’s the Plan?’ apps. Commercially, these alone would have cost more
than the entire campaign.

• VIDEO: With the splendid support of the Warrandyte Theatre Company, we
launched a light hearted video ‘Do you have a Fire Plan?’ which parodied some
half-baked attitudes sourced in our survey followed by an authoritative message
from Greg Kennedy, Warrandyte South CFA Fire Captain. Whilst still in final cut
phase, it went viral and has been taken up or copied by several other local CFA
communities and distributed throughout the state by the CFA. It is also being
used as a training tool by the NSW Rural Fire Service

• HIGH SCHOOL VIDEOS: Our video stimulated the production of student fire
preparation videos at Warrandyte High School as part of their VCE course.
These are lodged on our website.
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• MEDIA CAMPAIGN: We produced a range of informative, humorous and well
designed pamphlets and other media as part of a constant ‘awareness raising’
publicity campaign. We have featured on ABC and Commercial Radio, Channel
10 news as well as full page coverage in successive years in the Age and all local media. Warrandyte is blessed with several media professionals who were
generous in their support.

• WARRANDYTE DIARY: The local community newspaper has given awesome
support to the campaign, featuring in almost every monthly edition. They also
provided quality photographs as well copy for poster displays.

• ILLUSTRATIONS AND CARTOONS: Jock Macneish of ‘Strategic Images’ has
been particularly prolific with illustrations for a wide range of material which is
available for other organisations to use.

• FESTIVAL: At the annual Warrandyte Festival, BRW surveyed responses to two
local fires in 2013 and 2014. We also introduced the ‘Captain Koala and
Friends’ show to kiddies and their parents at the Festival.

• BUNKERS: We held a well attended ‘Bunkers or Bunkum?’ Forum featuring a
speaker from CSIRO, followed up by two successful ‘Local Fire Bunker’ tours.
Many residents, particularly in North Warrandyte, have installed commercial or
home designed private shelters.

• SCENARIO PLANNING EVENTS: We organised three well attended ‘Bushfire
Scenario Planning’ events with local emergency services personnel. These take
a lot of preparation; in the final one that we felt we had got all the aspects right.
A local fire event was modelled using CFA Phoenix software. Residents were
invited to bring their fire plan along to the event. A fire emergency was presented to the audience who were then challenged as to what their response
would be at that particular moment – what would their ‘trigger’ for action be? Local and State Emergency Services Officers participated and local schools, childcare and other organisations represented.

•

STATE SERVICES: We liaised closely with the CFA and other local and State
Emergency Services and also Emergency Management Victoria on community
fire issues. We were invited to participate in State Government workshops on
fire related issues.

•

LOCAL GOVERNMENT: we formally reported at intervals back to local Councils
who were very supportive of our activities. The Emergency Services Officers
from both Nillumbik and Manningham gave wholehearted, high quality advice
and support.

•

CONFERENCES: WCA was invited to give a keynote presentation at the 2013
CFA Community Engagement & Fire Awareness Forum. Project Manager, Jodi
Clark and Fire Captain Greg Kennedy were so well received that as a result
were invited to present at the Australian Community Engagement and Fire
Awareness Conference in May 2014, a National event hosted by the Rural Fire
Service, NSW, in Wollongong. Finally, WCA President, Dick Davies, gave a
presentation in the Community Resilience Session at the 2015 ANZ Disaster
Management Conference at the Gold Coast in May 2105.
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•

HEATWAVE: More deaths are attributed to ‘heatwaves’ than to any other emergency. In Victoria in 2014 there was 1 bushfire death compared to 139 attributed to heatwave. There was a 2.8-fold increase in cardiac arrest cases recorded during the January heatwave compared with the same period in previous
years. We conducted a pilot study to assess the effects on vulnerable residents
and question whether Department of Health guidelines to ‘Stay indoors’ conflicts
with the CFA ‘Leave early’ messaging. The ‘Heatwave’ project surveyed responses to heatwave messaging and conditions (irrespective of bushfires), interviewed residents and ran a pilot ‘Telebuddy’ trial. The outcomes includes
strategies and resources for community support of the vulnerable elderly and a
documented community engagement process with potential wider application in
Manningham and Nillumbik consistent with the ‘Know Your Neighbour’ approach.
This is fully documented in a separate report, ‘BRW Heatwave Report’.

•

AWARDS: The WCA was awarded three ‘Fire Awareness Awards’ in 2013 and
received a ‘High Commendation’ in the 2013 Resilient Australia Awards.
The Fire Awareness Awards were:
Community Preparedness Award - This recognises and highlights positive actions taken to improve bushfire/fire preparedness within Victorian towns or municipalities. Awarded to the WCA for the BRW campaign.
Media and Communications Award - This is for an innovative fire related media
or communications project delivered through journalism, social media, publications, marketing, public relations, advertising or events, that has increased
awareness of fire through responsible reporting and promotion. Awarded to the
WCA and the Warrandyte Theatre Company for the video: ‘Do you have a fire
plan?’
RACV Insurance Award for Excellence - Awarded to WCA for the one project
that stands out as making a particularly significant and innovative contribution to
promoting fire awareness in the community.
The videos made by the Awards Committee are available on our website.

• EXIT STRATEGY: We decided to formally close the project after three years as
was originally envisaged. Funding is not available for recurrent projects, also
there was a danger of ‘message fatigue’ setting in. However, WCA intends to
maintain the website to enable reactivation of the project if necessary. Council
Emergency Services have also requested an informal agreement to continue to
liaise and interact on community emergency engagement.

• CLOSING CELEBRATION: We formally closed the project with a celebration to
thank all those involved and Certificates of Appreciation to those who had
served on and assisted the project Committee of Management.
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• FINAL EVALUATION & REPORTS: The RMIT Centre for Risk and Community
Safety has included the ‘Be Ready Warrandyte’ campaign as a case study in a
report on ‘Non-Traditional Volunteering’1. A summary of this report has been created in poster format, as seen in Appendix 3. In addition, this final report and the
separate Heatwave Report are available on the WCA website, www.warrandyte.org.au/fire .
A limited edition, hard copy ‘Snapfish’ photo album to capture the pictorial highlights of the campaign, is available at cost.

What did we do well?
Ours is a Creative Community which complemented the Emergency Services more
straightforward approach. (We got them into a meeting - the Services gave advice and
information!) Through the video and other visual material we introduced humour into
emergency messaging.
The project developed Clear Governance protocols. We employed professional P/T project management through ‘The Good Work Group’, a local company specialising in
event and Not-For-Profit management. The Project Managers were parents with children in local schools and a strong personal interest in the project. Participants trusted
the process with its clearly defined aims, articulated key roles, defined expectations and
timely feedback.
There was a clear Common Purpose. Agency personnel came along as representatives
of, rather than representing, their organisation. Council Emergency Officers made the
point that there is a change of dynamics when government and agencies are invited
guests at a community event rather than the event organisers. This enabled frank and
open discussion.
It was Community Led, leveraging off WCA’s strong existing organisation, local networks and relationships.
We Celebrated our Successes to generate pride in being involved in the ‘Be Ready
Warrandyte’ project. Winning Awards recognizes the effort made by the whole team.
Members and advisors who left the Committee were awarded a Certificate of Appreciation in recognition of their work.

1

Community-Led Bushfire Preparedness in Action: The Case of Be Ready Warrandyte.
A case study for the Out of Uniform: Building community resilience through non-traditional volunteering project. Blythe McLennan, Joshua Whittaker and John Handmer.
Bushfire and Natural Hazards Cooperative Research Centre, 2015.
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What can be done better?

•

PETS: The community as a whole does not necessarily share one’s concerns.
Whilst our initial Bushfire Survey attracted 623 responses over a period of
weeks, a later Cat-Curfew survey elicited over 1000, was picked up immediately
by the Herald Sun newspaper and, the next day, the President found himself on
the Channel 10 morning show with Ita Buttrose! Companion animals are clearly
of more concern to residents than bushfire threat.
We do have material on the website relating to pets and bushfire, and links to
relevant sites. It is an aspect which could be emphasised more in bushfire messaging.

•

DENIAL: Research into preparedness indicates that 60% of the population is in
various stages of denial. This is consistent with feedback in our programme. Although we were able to significantly increase fire preparedness awareness, it is
hard to get the whole community to engage. We investigated the development
of community ‘Archetypes’ with Emergency Management Victoria and have subsequently participated in meetings and workshops with them. Recommendations are made below.

•

ASK RIGHT QUESTIONS: It’s easy to ask the wrong question. People’s behaviour is largely shaped by the behaviour of others around them, particularly those
with whom they strongly identify. Whilst we were saying things like “only 5%
have an effective plan” - people may well have been thinking “well, if 95% don’t
think it important, why should I?” Effective also means different things to different people. The concept of ‘Social Proof’ comes into play here. We need to
frame the question or proposition in a way that suggests individuals are outside
a group they would prefer to be in.2

•

YOUTH: Our Committee was short on younger people. However, we did get
some Warrandyte High School students to develop Videos, as part of their Victorian Certificate of Education course, to promote fire planning. We engaged the
CFA’s ‘Captain Koala and Friend’s’ show to entertain kiddies, whilst educating
their parents, at the Warrandyte Festival. However, more could be done to utilise social media and other youth outlets.

See ‘The small BIG: small changes that spark big influencet 2014 Steve J. Martin , Noah
Goldstein & Robert Cialdini
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What next for emergency services?
Our closing message for the Emergency Services is that we must better understand the
psychology and behaviour of the different sectors in the community to enable effective
communication with each. One size fits all doesn’t work. Our video was one attempt to
address this by parodying gender dysfunction and some of the ‘half-baked’ attitudes
prevalent in the community. Initially, we thought that ‘viral marketing’ through our networks with other community organisations would encourage them to proclaim our message with their members, friends and neighbours. This only had limited success, probably because most local organisations rely on a limited pool of talent with time constraints who are flat out proclaiming their own message with little incentive to take on
other peoples’ campaigns.
Emergency Management Victoria has recognised that Command and Control messaging does not work well at Community Level. They are developing an ‘Archetype’ study
of different behaviour responses in crisis. The scale ranges from ‘Can Do Defenders’ to
‘Isolated and Vulnerable’ – from proactive awareness to outright denial.
It’s important to note that each of the Archetypes involves some degree of risk. Some
probably face more than others but there are examples of each response archetype
amongst the Black Saturday fatalities. The archetypes are useful in getting agencies
and the public to recognise that people respond differently, but they are not intended to
suggest that there are one or two that are the desired response - in some circumstances each can result in bad outcomes, even the ‘Considered Defender’ or ‘Threat
Avoider’, (see Appendix 4 for a summary of the ‘Archetypes’).
People should work out which one most closely matches their thinking and then focus
on the different risks associated with each. That's why generic safety messages don't
cut through because each response type sees the problem and risks differently.
This is a prototype and deserves appropriate funding and further support.
What next at community level?
Our closing message for Communities is to recognize that each community is different.
Do not rely on re-badging activities that work in one community and expect them to succeed elsewhere. Whilst our video ‘Do you have a fire plan?’ has been distributed
throughout Victoria by the CFA and has been used by the NSW RFS, attempts to adapt
it or re-shoot it have had limited success. For sure, build on components of the ideas of
others, but our closing message is to develop your own, local community based solutions.
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APPENDIX 1.
Activity Schedule
Re: Warrandyte Community Project – Planning for Bushfire Survival
Schedule no: 61651

Item 1: Agreement to deliver Activities as set out in this Activity Schedule
•

•

•
•

In signing below, You are agreeing to use Funds provided by the Department in a way that meets requirements set out in:
(a) DPCD Terms and conditions and
(b) this Activity Schedule and any attachments that are named in 'Item 4: Activity-specific requirements'.
The terms 'You' and 'Yours' in this Activity Schedule and in the DPCD terms
and conditions refer to WARRANDYTE COMMUNITY ASSOCIATION INC
and are used as required. The terms 'the Department', 'Us', 'We', or 'Our' refer to the Department of Planning and Community Development and are
used as required.
If there is a conflict or inconsistency between the DPCD terms and conditions and this Activity Schedule, then the Activity Schedule has precedence,
to the extent of the conflict or inconsistency.
This Activity Schedule can be varied only with the written consent of both
parties, except when the Department may increase payments for the purpose of indexation.

EXECUTED for and on behalf of the STATE OF VICTORIA represented by and acting through the Department, ABN 30 485 673 497, by:
Name and position of authorised representative
sign here
Paul A Smith
Executive Director
Community Development

Date

EXECUTED for and on behalf of the Warrandyte Community Association Inc, ABN
23120318791, by the following authorised delegate of the Warrandyte Community
Association Inc
Complete this section including your name and position details
Name and position of authorised representative
sign here

Date
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Item 2: Activity details (read with ‘Terms and conditions’, clause About the
Funded Activities)
What the Funding is for
The Project will carry out a survey of up to 1000 households in the Warrandyte, North
Warrandyte and South Warrandyte areas to assess the current level of community
awareness and knowledge in regard to bushfire safety preparedness. This survey will
lead to a Findings Report which will establish what the local community does and does
not know about bushfire safety and survival, and identify the barriers preventing them
from developing bushfire survival plans. The Findings Report will form the basis of a
clear strategy outlining how households will be informed and educated about bushfire
survival plans in the future.
The Project will develop a toolkit and resources targeted to the practical needs of the
local community based on the key elements of an effective bushfire survival plan. In
addition, a number of community sessions and workshop activities will be delivered.
These will include presentations from leaders in bushfire safety and survival field such
as representatives from the CFA and the Office of the Fire Services Commissioner.
The Project will implement a detailed communications plan and online presence that
will inform the community of the objectives, progress and outcomes of the project, as
well as on other relevant bushfire awareness and safety related issues. The Project
will be managed by a Project Management Committee consisting of representatives of
the Warrandyte Community Association, local CFA brigades, CFA Districts 13 & 14,
RMIT University, as well as the Emergency Management Officer, Fire for Manningham
and Nillumbik.
Why the Department is Funding this Activity
Communities in bushfire-prone areas face unique challenges and preparation at the individual, household and community level.
Involving community members in fire preparation and planning with their community
aims to increase awareness and understanding of the challenges and options available,
so they can be incorporated as contingencies in their individual plans and link to local
community plans.
The $5M Fire Ready Communities program will run over 4 years. It has been made
available to the identified high risk communities to support innovative locally-identified
and locally-managed projects.
Specifically the funding is intended to provide an opportunity for local communities to:
Think about the local environment and understand the risks
- Understand their own capacity to respond to and recover from bushfire and
other emergency situations
- Understand the risks and plan realistically for strengthening their response and
recovery efforts in times of bushfire and other emergencies
- Find local solutions.
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A key part of building self reliance involves the mapping and development of informal
local networks, as well as the identification of local leaders. Funding will be provided to
support communities to:
- Facilitate important community-wide conversation
- Develop an understanding of key issues
- Deliver information/education to the community
- Identify and implement practical solutions
Activity start date and end date
The Activity covered by this Activity Schedule starts on 31/05/2012 and ends on
31/05/2013
The people/groups who will benefit most from this Activity are:
The general community,
This Activity will benefit people or groups living in the following places:
Warrandyte, Warrandyte North and Warrandyte South

Item 3: Funding (read with ‘Terms and conditions’, clause About the Funding)


Project funding comes from Community Network Projects 2011/12



The total funding for the Activity is $86,200. This does not include GST

•

The Funding will be paid as outlined in table 1, 'Agreed actions and payments',
and within thirty (30) Business Days of You providing accepted evidence that
demonstrates that You have completed agreed actions.

Item 4: Activity specific requirements




CFA brigade and district level representation will be maintained on the Project
Management Committee for the life of the Project.
All messages, information, tools and outputs emanating from the Project will be
consistent with CFA policy and endorsed by the CFA.
There will be a Department of Planning and Community Development Regional
team representative on the Project Management Committee for the first six
months of the Project.

Item 5: Reporting requirements (read with ‘Terms and conditions’, clauses
on Reporting and on Assets)
Progress reports and data collection
• You can provide the report in any format that clearly identifies agreed actions and
progress. The Department, however, may not accept reports that are not clear,
concise and in line with Table 1 or the attached Activity plan if there is one.

Item 6: Acknowledgements and Publicity (read with ‘Terms and conditions’,
clause Acknowledgement and Publicity)
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•

You must meet the Department guidelines for acknowledging and publicising funding support. They include requirements that You:
(a) provide written, verbal and logo acknowledgement of funding support in announcements, publications, events and on signage as appropriate
(b) follow guidelines for signage as set out by the Department of Premier and Cabinet, where required
keep grant details confidential if advised to do so by the Minister
(c) give the Minister the opportunity to officially launch or open the Activity
(d) must detail how the Department's support was acknowledged in the final Activity final report.

Item 7: What the Department is funding you to do (read with ‘Terms and
conditions’, clauses About the Funded Activities, About the Funding and
Your/Council Contributions and Other Contributions to this Activity)

Table 1: Agreed actions and payments
What you agree to do
How you will demonstrate that the action is
complete
Finalise the Funding Agreement Funding Agreement signed
and received by the Department
Submit Progress Report and
Project Case Study

Progress report and project
case study submitted, received
and approved by the Department

Submit Final Report

Final Report submitted, received and approved by the
Department

Evidence due
date

Payment
amount (excluding
GST)

31 May 2012

$43,100

30 November 2012

$34,480

31 May 2013

$8,620

Item 8: Budget (read with ‘Terms and conditions’, clauses About the Funding
and Your/Council Contributions and Other Contributions to this Activity)
Table 2: Budget forecast
Activity income
Funds from the Department
Funds from Your organisation
Funds from other contributors or partners
Grants (Commonwealth)
Grants (State)
Grants – Other
Contributions
Total Activity income
Activity Expenditure
Expenditure against the total Activity Income
Project coordination and management, administration fees,
community engagement and needs assessment and findings
report costs, online development costs, video distribution,
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$ (without GST)
86,200
0
12,000
0
0
0
0
98,200

98,200

venue hire, volunteer travel reimbursement, printing, postage
costs, posters, signage, feedback forms.
Total Activity Expenditure
98,200
Activity costs met through in-kind contributions and approximate value
Total in-kind support
212,940
Total Expenditure
311,140

Key contacts for this Activity (read with ‘Terms and conditions’, clause on
Notice)
Our contacts are

Bronwyn Morphett
Department of Planning and Community Development
30 Prospect Street
BOX HILL VIC 3128
bronwyn.morphett@dpcd.vic.gov.au
03 9296 4639
Shirl Young
Department of Planning and Community Development
Level 9 / 8 Nicholson Street
EAST MELBOURNE VIC 3000
shirley.young@dpcd.vic.gov.au
03 9937 0578
Your contact is

Richard Davies
Warrandyte Community Association Inc
c/- 66 Bradleys Lane
WARRANDYTE VIC 3113
richard1.davies@bigpond.com
03 9844 4686
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APPENDIX 2.
Fire Grant Project Management Committee members and advisors
WARRANDYTE COMMUNITY ASSOCIATION INC.
BE READY WARRANDYTE
Many individuals and organisations assisted in the BRW campaign:
BRW Committee Members
Warrandyte Community Association
Dick Davies
Chair,
Warwick Leeson
Deputy Chair
Bruce Davidson
Deputy Chair
Kerrie Boyle
Fiona Elliot
David Ellis
Jock Macneish
Joff Manders
Linda Lawrie
Phil Ashfield
Hansal Pty Ltd, Accountant
Victorian Government, DPCD
Shirl Young
Community Development Officer
Project Management ‘The Good Work Group’
Lesley Ryall
Kim Humphris
Jodi Clark
Community Fire Guard Leaders
Max Garner
Bruce Marsh
Jason Patton
Council Emergency Officers
Lew Wilson
Municipal Emergency Management Coordinator, Manningham
Peter Doyle
Municipal Emergency Resource Program Officer, Manningham
Helen Napier
Municipal Emergency Management Coordinator, Manningham
Esther Daniel
Municipal Emergency Resource Program Officer, Manningham
Justin Murray
Executive Officer, Emergency Management, Nillumbik
Kylie Murray
Fire Safety and Awareness Project Officer, Nillumbik
Sarah Martin
Fire Safety and Awareness Project Officer, Nillumbik
CFA Brigades and Volunteers
Greg Kennedy
Captain South Warrandyte
Rohan Thornton
Captain North Warrandyte
Ray Fritz
Mgr Community Safety, Eastern Metropolitan Region
Tammy Garrett
Mgr Community Safety, Eastern Metropolitan Region
Matt Ahern
Community Education Coordinator, District 13
Nicole McGill
Community Education Coordinator, District 14
Glenn Cockram
Manager Community Infrastructure, District 14
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Advisors on Specific Projects
Blythe McLennan
RMIT, Centre for Risk and Community Safety
Joshua Whittaker
RMIT, Centre for Risk and Community Safety
Sarah Wrigley
Gunderbluey Research
Cameron Boyle
Computing Consultant
Alan Cornell
& the Warrandyte Theatre Company
Margory Lapworth
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APPENDIX 3.

COMMUNITY-LED BUSHFIRE PREPAREDNESS IN
ACTION: THE CASE OF BE READY WARRANDYTE

Blythe McLennan, Joshua Whittaker, John Handmer
1

Centre for Risk & Community Safety, School of Mathematical &Geospatial Sciences, RMIT University, Melbourne

THE CASE
Be Ready Warrandyte (BRW) was an
award-winning, community-led bushfire
preparedness project instigated by
community members and coordinated
by
the
Warrandyte
Community
Association from May 2012 to June 2015.
Its goal was “to have more Warrandyte
households
with effective
bushfire
plans”. It involved close collaboration
between community volunteers, local
governments and the Country Fire
Authority (CFA).

“They can do things,
they can take risks
that government
can’t and with great
outcomes.”
-EM representative

BRW involved a div erse range of locally
tailored preparedness and awarenessraising activities, e.g. a humorous video,
interactive scenario planning workshops,
and a tour of local fire bunkers.

WHY DOES IT MATTER?
We can learn about the potential
benefits, opportunities and challenges of
community-led initiatives in emergency
preparedness from people’s real world,
‘on-the-ground’
experiences
with
projects like this one.
This case study is also an example of an
important
type
of
non-traditional
volunteering: extending volunteerism.
This is where a community group that is
not usually involved in emergency
management helps build community
resilience by extending its activ ities into
this area in response to a risk event (in
this case a near miss on Black Saturday).

THE STUDY
Data for this case study was collected
through
interviews,
participant
observations and a range of secondary
sources.

WHAT WAS ACHIEVED?

WHAT HAVE WE LEARNED?

BRW participants portrayed the project as
an effective, cost-efficient vehicle for
sharing responsibility that had community
safety benefits beyond its specific goal. It
was predominantly seen to have struck a
reasonably
good
balance between
focusing on community concerns and
needs while respecting the established
emergency management (EM) system,
and between complementing existing
community safety approaches while also
challenging and influencing them.

This case study demonstrates how a
community-led project that has strong
leadership and governance, is authorized
by the local community and thoughtfully
supported by EM representativ es can
bridge a number of gaps in bushfire
preparedness: between government and
community, between centralized and
localised planning and communication,
and between formal or official and
informal or grassroots action.

Amongst other things, BRW was able to
adapt government communications to the
local context, connect further into the
community, devise and test innovativ e
approaches, lead discussion on topics that
needed independence from government
(e.g. bunkers), and bring local contexts,
priorities and knowledge into emergency
management dialogues and planning.

The case study report provides numerous
insights and lessons about the potential
benefits,
impacts,
enabling
factors,
challenges,
risks,
limitations
and
opportunities of pursuing and supporting
community-led emergency management
planning and preparedness more widely.

“I think it’s actually made the emergency management community realise that the
community have a great amount of power. That something that’s born from right at the
community level has the capacity to be fantastic and to really take off.”
- EM representative

MORE INFORMATION
The case study report is available on the webpage of the Out of Uniform’ project (Google “bnhcrc non-traditional”).
More information on Be Ready Warrandyte is available from its website at http://warrandyte.org.au/fire/
Alternatively, contact Blythe McLennan (blythe.mclennan@rmit.edu.au) or the BRW Chair, Dick Davies (dickdockdavies@gmail.com).
Image source: Jock MacNeish, Strategic Images (cartoon); Warrandyte Community Association (logo)
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APPENDIX 4.
Fire Services Commissioner (now Emergency Management Victoria), ‘Archetypes’ Summary, supplied September 2013.
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Contact:
Alan Rhodes
alan.rhodes@firecommissioner.vic.gov.au

The ‘can do’ defender
Summary
Key quote:

Key characteristics:







“Just do it, get on with it”










Remain/return, defend, deal with fire
Self‐sufficient, confident, practical
Aware, experienced, local knowledge, own
judgement
Locally connected, not engaged with agencies
Preparation – vegetation clearance, fire
equipment
Not planned ‐ improvises, ad hoc
Use local information, observations, not
official warnings
No change in more severe conditions
Risk – exposure, misjudge, overwhelmed

The considered defender
Summary
Key quote:

Key characteristics:






“You have to be prepared if you
choose to live here”









Remain/return try to defend
Accept responsibility, confident, resourced
Aware, conscious decision, learn
Locally connected, engaged with agencies
Preparation – comprehensive over time,
project
Planned, contingencies, household agreement
Access info/warnings, local sources,
judgement
Vary action in different circumstances
Risk – preparation inadequate, overwhelmed

The livelihood defender
Summary
Key quote:

Key characteristics:






“You have to protect your
livelihood”




“It’s not just the house, it’s our
livelihood”







Remain/return, defend, deal with fire
Self reliant, experienced, practical
Aware, local knowledge, own judgement
Connected ‐ CFA brigades
Preparation‐farm practice, equipment
Priorities based on situation, family
agreement
Local info, observations, CFA, official,
judgement
Adapt in more severe conditions but remain
to protect
Risk – exposure, overwhelmed, assets too
diverse

The threat monitor
Summary
Key quote:

Key characteristics:





“I want to do what I can to protect
the house”



“You have to keep an eye on things
to see what happens”










Won’t leave unless necessary
Balance threat vs priorities
Try to protect life & property/animals
Aware, concerned
Limited/narrow preparation, planning
Limited engagement ‐ specific info needs
Monitor threat, address priorities
Expect detailed info/warnings
Use any info source, make judgement
May modify actions if conditions extreme
Risk – misjudge/unexpected threat‐
unprepared, flee

The threat avoider
Summary
Key quote:

Key characteristics:




“Life is more important than the
house”



“We don’t have the ability to
defend”









Feel vulnerable, want to avoid threat
Aware, concerned, priority life protection
Limited property preparation
Plan focus – leaving
Monitor for threat, get ready to leave
Rely on detailed warnings
Official warnings priority
Likely modify actions if conditions extreme
Risk – delay, unexpected threat, unprepared,
flee

The unaware reactor
Summary
Key quote:

Key characteristics:






“I didn’t expect a fire like that – I
was shocked”










Low awareness of risk, not expecting a fire
Area lower risk, not salient issue
No fire preparation of property
No plan/no clear intent
React to situation as it unfolds – likely to
relocate or wait to monitor
Unfamiliar with warning messages and
information sources
Want advice about what to do
Do not monitor FDR, not likely to change on
Code Red
No engagement with CFA
Risk – lack knowledge of risk – unsafe action

The isolated and vulnerable
Summary
Key quote:

Key characteristics:

“If no‐one came to help me I
wouldn’t have known what
was happening”



Vulnerability factors



Social/physical isolation



High risk conditions



Unaware, unconcerned



Disconnected from services



Limited local support



Few response options

Response Archetype

Attitude to awareness & education activities

Can do defenders

High self‐belief in their abilities and knowledge of fire – highly unlikely to participate
in bushfire education programs or to access bushfire safety information from
authorities
Make deliberate efforts to prepare ‐ most likely to access information to help

Considered defenders prepare e.g. home defendability assessments, and participate in programs e.g.
Community Fireguard

Livelihood defenders

Likely to feel sufficiently well informed about fire and about how to prepare (often
through experience) – unlikely to feel the need to access further information or
programs

Threat monitors

Limited interest in education programs but possible interest in some topics e.g.
passive house protection measures, care of pets, what authorities will do to warn
people

Threat avoiders

Have little, if any, interest in how to defend ‐ concern about fire may motivate to
seek advice (e.g. warnings), but less likely to want information about preparing the
property

Unaware reactors

Unaware that they could be at risk ‐ no incentive to seek out information about fire
or fire safety, and unlikely to engage with agencies e.g. by attending meetings

Isolated & vulnerable Highly unlikely to access information from authorities

Response Archetype

Reliance on and attitude to warnings

Can do defenders

Rely on local knowledge and information, rather than seek information from
authorities or rely on official warnings
Likely to use both official sources of information on the internet and phones, as well

Considered defenders as their observations and local networks to gather information, especially about the
direction, timing, and likely impact of the fire

Livelihood defenders

They are attuned to conditions and monitor for changes using their experience and
observations. If a fire occurs, they are likely to learn about it from their own
observations, brigade communications or social network, rather than through official
warnings

Threat monitors

Information about the fire is a very high priority because they are trying to make a
judgement about when they really need to leave. They often have very high
expectations of emergency services to warn them of a threat and provide detailed
information and updates

Threat avoiders

If a fire occurs, they have a high level of expectation that they will be warned. Their
priority is to ensure they can leave safely. Warnings or contact with emergency
services that advises them to leave may be sufficient to make them act

Unaware reactors

People may observe signs of a fire or hear about it through their networks of family,
friends, or neighbours, but they are less likely to be monitoring radio or the internet
for official warnings. ‘Push’ warnings such as on mobile phones are likely to be most
effective
They may only be known to a few locals who may become a ‘lifeline’ in terms of

Isolated & vulnerable warning or assistance during a fire. The ‘isolated vulnerable’ are unlikely to access
information from authorities, monitor conditions or warnings

